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At my meeting with G Secretary Go v in Reykjavik, 
Iceland, on October 1986, we wer to reach a series 
of understandings tha wi l serve as the oundation for future 
progress in a number of areas. With respect to nuclear arms 
control matters, the common ground that exists between positions 
of the two sides was substantially expanded in both the START and 
INF areas. A path toward progress was also uncovered in the area 
of nuclear testing. However, as we neared the end of the time 
allotted for our second day of discussions, the General Secretary 
placed great emphasis on the Soviet need for the United States to 
agree not to exercise it xisting right to ithdraw from the ABM 
Treaty for a period of in excess of 1 ears. At the same 
time, he asked me to additional r ctions on some 
aspects of our SDI that go wel d the existing 
treaty restriction ltimately t• nq further progress 
at that meeting, f standing which we 
had already rea e such a commitment 
with respect to a ~(U) 

I did not intend to eykjavik wit potential path to 
progress left unexpl Therefore, I the General 
Secretary that, for part, we wou willing to consider 
any approach as long did not dema us that we 
compromise our fund principles, urity and that of 
our allies, or our hopes for a more stable future through a 
transition to an increased reliance on defenses that threaten no 
one. (U) 

Further, I made it clear that I believed that we should make 
progress in each aubatantive arms control area based on the 
individual .. rita of the understandings reached in that area. We 
should not. bold the pote ial increased mu 1 benefits to 
security and stability ievable by such gress hostage to 
either sid•'• desires ther areas of ssion. (U) 
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Therefore, as an atteftipt~to see if I c 
to the General Secretary~s concern i~ 
criteria outlined ~ above, J I reviewed .~e 
previous US prope'salf toJ see if t~ c 
novel way so as ~o -.et ~th us and ' .· < 

of this effort, I ·"'Of~r8!1 the follow · 

'·'" . 

ind a way to respond 
er · that met the 
ous elements of the 
e reformulated in a 
oncerns. As a result 
ial propos~l which 
epared to consider 
st. (U) 

laid out the condit!:;f der which I 
meeting the basic th~s - f the Soviet . 

Both sides wou a .· e to confine research, 
development an<( · ng, which is , tted by the ABM 
Treaty, for a period of 5 years, through 1991, during which 
time a 50% reduction of strategic nuclear arsenals would be 
achieved. This being done, both sides will continue the 
pace of reductions with respect to all remaining offensive 
ballistic miss.iles with the goal of the total elimination of 
all offensive ballistic missiles by the end of the second 
five-year period. As long as these reducti~ns continue at 
the appropriate pace, the same restrictions will continue to 
apply. At the end the ten-year pe , with all 
offensive ballist' issiles elimin , either side would 
be free to depl d enses. (U) 

The General Secre 
proposal. (U) 

the following Soviet 

The USSR an ed States for ten years not 
to exercise the sting right drawal from the ABM 
Treaty, which i nlimited dur and during that 
period strictly serve all it ' sions. The testing 
in space of all components ile defense is 
prohibited, exc search and t conducted in 
laboratories. the first f' rs of the ten-year 
period (and thus through 1991), the strategic offensive arms 
of the two sides shall be reduced by SO percent. During the 
following five years of that period, the remaining SO 
percent of the two sides strategic offensive arms shall be 
reduced. Thus by the end of 1996, the strategic offensive 
arms of the USSR and the United States will have been 
totally eliminated. (U) 

This Soviet proposal 
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Having evaluated the ~iet offer, I agadf; ltempted to find an 
appropriate bridqe . ~we~ the US ~nd . ie positions. In this 
effort, I tried to _)fse as,jmuch as po le . the Soviet 
proposal. The rtlf\ll ·was1the foll . . g ec d US offer which was 
designed to correct ,_. e iy prob le ed with the Soviet 
proposal while makilf . it lear that ontext the US was 
prepared to meet wha a _perceived central Soviet 
concern by an approp .· at limited nt not to exercise 
its existing right ta. i · draw from the reaty through 1996 
for the purpose of d · lo , ng advanced d s. It was this us 
offer which was the r of record he discussions ended 
without further (U) 

The USSR and the United States undertake for ten years not 
to exercise their existing right of withdrawal from the ABM 
Treaty, which is of unlimited duration, and during that 
period strictly to observe all its provisions while 
continuing research, development and testing, which are 
permitted by the ABM Treaty. Within the first five years of 
the ten-year period nd thus through 91), the strategic 
offensive arms of two sides shall reduced by SO 
percent. During ollowing five of that period, 
the remaining o e ballistic s of the two sides 
shall be redu s by the e 6, all offensive 
ballistic mi the USSR . ited States will 
have been t 1 inated. of the ten year 
period, eith~ " uld deplo if it so chose 
unless the par i ee otherwise. 

Eliminatin allistic Mis At the heart of 
the last US proposal t Reykjav k · expressed us 
commitment to join a ral agreemen lay any deployment 
of US and Soviet adv efenses aqai listic missiles 
until after the elimination of all US and Soviet offensive 
ballistic missiles, with this US commitment made in return for a 
corresponding Soviet commitment to join a parallel bilateral 
agreement to complete this elimination within a specific period 
of time. The ten-year period of the US proposal was associated 
with the period through 1996 because I will not permit the 
possibilit..S-of the OS moving to a more stable deterrent, 
unilatera~ if need be, o slip further in the future. This 
specific t•D~year perio as chosen to ba e the Soviet desire 
to have th•US commi not to deploy ses for as long as 
possible against th sire to find ropriate means of 
eliminating the th rently pose ensive ballistic 
missiles as quic sible. ( 
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proposals made by Gene.t-ai'.<:'. Secretary Gor.bithe\r in January, 1986, 
which went beyond tbis to . call for t~~~otat elimination of all 
nuclear weapons within t~ next 14 y•rs. ~ short, it is an 
objective that w• ha~ sdidied and-d!s~~se~both within the us 
government and with ~r allies, most)~nt~ in the 
deliberations that -lCf tQ~ my July 25 ,--J.;'6, ~etter to General 
Secretary Gorbachev. til·~ (Ub;1 ,~ .j 

In the preparations ft at letter, I lly focused on my 
desire to make a con<!' proposal whic wo d formalize my off er 
to share the benefit- dvanced defen th the Soviet Union, 
should our research in o uch defenses mee he objectives that 
we have set. However, when considering this idea, the Secretary 
of Defense correctly pointed out that it made little sense to 
commit to share the benefits of advanced defenses with the Soviet 
Union if the Soviet Union insisted on continuing to retain large 
numbers of offensive ballistic missiles which would, in turn, 
attempt to defeat our defenses. After discussion and study by my 
principal advisors, it was agreed that the new US proposal should 
contain a specific call r a plan for the imination of all 
offensive ballistic mi~ es. Therefore, July 25 letter to 
the General Secretary framed to inco te this objective as 
a key element of th S proposal p d in that letter. 
After full consult th our all' is and the other 
elements of the o be cont his correspondence, 
I finalized and etter. 

Additionally, the ob 
ballistic missiles i 
do for some time bot 
fundamental goal tha 

e of the elim 
istent with w 
TART and in I 
ecifically se 

n of all offensive 
have been trying to 

d also with the 
the SDI program. (U) 

With respect to ART negotiat ur position has 
l ong been that while each side may need nuclear forces for some 
time to deter conflict and underwrite its security, neither side 
need~ fast-flying, non-recallable offensive ballistic missiles 
for this purpose. From the very first, in START, we have been 
trying to draw a clear distinction between fast-flying ballistic 
systems, which are uniquely suited for an attempted first-strike 
by an aggressor, and slow-flying systems which are better suited 
for deterrence through t prospect of ret at~on. As a result, 
we have been attemptin focus on reduc s in ballistic 
missile warheads (wh' so are an are oviet advantage) as 
the heart of the is be resolved have addressed 
restrictions on s g systems s means to meet 
Soviet concerns. , 

In the INF n 
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se as direct _&~hf at to our Allies and 
port of tho~»·a11 s, as Soviet ICBMs 
(U) 

trategic .,.~~ 
always bee 
r focus has 
ed by these 

itiative, my 
ballistic· missiles 
promptly 

ying missiles. (U) 

In Iceland, 1 point of at ·ng to find a 
response to s which woul ompromise our 
principles, our securi , or our future, ew upon previously 
completed work with respect to the objective of eliminating the 
threat posed by offensive ballistic missiles , and I incorporated 
this objective into my response to the Soviet call for a ten-year 
period of non-withdrawal from the ABM Treaty. By doing so, we 
undercut any Soviet objection to our having the right to deploy 
defenses as insurance, since we would have committed to delay 
until all offensive ballistic missiles of the two superpowers 
should have been elimina d. By calling fo the. elimination of 
offensive ballistic mi es of all range e also, in one step, 
addressed the problem liminating bot last 100 Soviet 
ss-20 warheads in A concern of n allies) and the 
remaining shorter- F missiles 11 would threaten 
our European all' ticular c our German allies). 
(C) 

An Alternative Futur ould the Sovi cept the proposal I 
offered in ReykJavik ould face a s tially different 
future than that we pate today. end of the ten-year 
period specified in fer, neither ited States nor the 
Soviet Union would p any offensiv istic missiles. 
When adequate advanc nses are dep they should provide 
insurance against the return or covert retention of such missiles 
and guard against third country ballistic missiles. Strategic 
nuclear retaliatory forces, although smaller than today and of a 
different composition, would remain and would retain their 
essential role in ensuring US and allied security . (U) 

With reapect to strate ic forces, by the end of 1996 the 
United State• and Sovie nion could retai o more than 50 
percent of today's str ic nuclear offe e forces. These 
forces would consist sively of bo nd cruise missiles. 
Since the major por f forces of ' ted States and 
Soviet Union woul red by agr hat would reduce 
these forces to ls (unli ation today) , these 
forces should ff icien retaliatory 
capability to det on the U es or its allies 
while eliminating th is stability ms inherent in the 
short time of flight stic missile the same time, 
elimination of balli issiles on b es would drastically 
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reduce the Soviet f i~~ il:rike potentia 
Soviet fears of a u•:'firtt strike are 

, to the extent 
ly felt, would 

alleviate such c°'erns. 'I (U) ~. 

With respedi ::~ ur ~ - orruni tmen ' the remaining 
strategic nuclear ~ would also · the US nuclear 
umbrella over NATO w as been one pillars of NATO's 
strategy for decades only would t . commitment to NATO's 
agreed strategy, as ed in MC 14/3 in, but the 
elimination of the b o the United States 
and to NATO should i · e the credib ' f both NATO's 
ability to execute its strategy and the commitment to use 
nuclear weapons, if necessary, in accordance with that strategy 
ir; support of the alliance. (U) 

The United States presently contributes to all legs of the 
"NATO triad": conventional forces, non-strategic nuclear forces, 
and strategic forces. That contribution would continue. Nuclear 
artillery and nuclear weapons on dual capable aircraft would 
continue to fill the twi deterrent roles o helping off set 
Soviet conventional su ority and servi s a link to 
strategic forces. Th hile it will b ential to continue 
(or accelerate) cur TO initiativ mprove conventional 
capability, it wi ally essen the foreseeable 
future to keep s r forces tegic and 
non-strategic) · he Unite d its allies to 
maintain the dete ich is the the NATO strategy · 
set forth in MC 14/3 

With respect to · itiative (SDI) 
program, it is clear future that such an 
agreement would prov t SDI would have to 
meet would be altere ents of advanced 
defenses against ballistic missiles could be sized to provide the 
insurance that we need against both any existing or potential 
third country threats and against the covert retention of 
ballistic systems by the Soviet Union. Even if ballistic 
missiles were covertly retained, only certain elements of such 
systems could be covertly tested (e.g. boosters under the guise 
of space launch systems). It would be extremely difficult 
covertly to test offens· ballistic missi as integrated 
combat systems in a su e-to-surface ·n such an 
environment. Theref onfidence in erall reliability of 
such systems would over time. without the ability 
to conduct develo esting of sive ballistic 
missile systems em of th having to constantly 
stay ahead of a cally e istic missile threat 
may also be great d . In sh ize , complexity, and 
technological diffic f fielding a rily meaningful 
defensive system aga ny residual ic missile threat 
will be substantial! erent. If th roposal were 
accepted and impleme these factor e reduced to the 

> 
\ .,,,; 1 



point that, even based on the progress made ·d.n SDI to date, there 
would be little que•~ion ~hat a scaled-down defense will be 
adequate and feasible un~r those future col\di tions. (U) 

~~..r -~ , . . : ~- ;/• ..,. :~ 

We can <:=onsi:\1er t.~e P<;>ss ~bi li tY\~.f~lnor.: limi ~e~ requirements 
for defense if bal li~~l.C iss1 l7s are-,,a~uall.y elimina~ed. On 
the other hand, even !f . e Soviets wert;I· to::hccept the proposal 
that I made in Reykjaitik · we will conti e ·· need the leverage 
and protection produ!· d · the possibil y · being able to 
develop a system cap .. ·· l.e .· f handling a · .· ch. · ore extensive and 
evolving offensive b _ • ,l: · ic threat. L ·.· 

.,_ ~-

Deterrence in such a future. The basic concept of deterrence in 
such an alternative future need not be altered. (U) · 

Deterrence can best be achieved if our defense posture makes 
Soviet assessments of war outcomes so uncertain as to remove any 
incentive for initiating attack. This would require that we 
possess a mix of military forces, including those nuclear and 
conventional forces prov· ing defensive and etaliatory 
capabilities, that the iets will view iving us the ability 
to deny them their al and militar ectives. (U) 

In short, deterre 
an aggressor's u · 
objectives by f 
risk to things th 
tools for maintainin 
opportunity that we 
change. (U) 

gression 
that he 

he certa 

hieved by maximizing 
e political 
e will face grave 
try. Certainly, the 

The challenge and 
best to channel that 

The otential im act iminatin bal missiles on 
deterrence. The eli n of offensi listic missiles 
offers the possibility of enhancing deterrence because the slower 
pace associated with the employment of bomber and cruise missile 
forces makes their effective use by an aggressor in a first 
strike much more difficult. The effects of such an attempt are 
also much more uncertain. At the same time, it should be 
recognized that the certainty of the ability of the US to respond 
to a first strike with strategic forces which are not degraded by 
that attempted attack i onsiderably high when both sides have 
only slow flying syste These consider ns should be 
factored into evalua of the milita ficiency of 
alternative forces r and to res a first strike. 
(U) 
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party attacked so that they can be lar9e.ly ~ticipated by an 
aggressor. Facing no defenses, there ,~l:ln b~ little doubt that, 
if ballistic missiles, function reliab!y, thfy will arrive on 
targ7t. . Finally l pr~ict~ng the s~:i .. ~, lf'els of. damage they 
can inflict on a tar"'t tp largely a _ _. er1· f physics. Their 
effectiveness does ·nd}: d~end on the ·sk 1, ,' our age or . training 
of men in the lo.op. _1t ~_t!pends on the ch_' logical reliability 
of the system which tn ' tested and - su · d in peacetime. (U) 

If such systems were~=nated, the un rt~ ·nty in the mind of 
an aggressor must in · because of s of their unique 
characteristics. Provided that we take steps to ensure that 
other forms of attack are not permitted to rebuild that certainty 
over time, the result can be a significant net gain in terms of 
the quality of deterrence and, in turn, in our security and that 
of our allies. In considering the requirements for maintaining 
deterrence in such a future world, a high premium should be 
placed on identi~ying, determining the feasibility of, and taking 
such steps. (U} 

Measurin the Im act o terrence. In ring our ability to 
deter in an alternat· into account the 
elimination of the llistic missiles and 
the corresponding increase gree of our 
uncertainty in the ef fe f our retaliatory 
strike, should _ ... fail. B ame time, we must 
also properly refr'· ur measure contribution that 
this same inherent u inty makes in ring an aggressor. 
We should also consi e even more f ntal contribution 
that is made to our ty should we n aggressor who is 
not rational or find elf placed in ; rational situation 
by events that have beyond his c , but who is armed 
only with systems ag hich we can a reasonable defense 
should we choose to do so. We must also weigh the real and 
immediate benefits of removing an irranense, existing threat to the 
United States that is literally only thirty minutes away. Nor 
can we forget that, unlike Soviet stated policy, US strategic and 
nuclear forces are intended to make an explicitly identified 
contribution to the deterrence of conventional attack on our 
Allies and our forces de eyed in support o our Allies. (U) 
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The Immediate Task At this time s not clear whether 
the Soviet Union wi · the wisdom pt the US proposal 
which I made in javi The mai f our national 
security planniat7 .aan tary pr ould not be altered 
now in anticipat!~,· · h an unc ·· ibili ty. In fact, 
if we were premat~· adjust our military plans and 
programs for either dernization o own ballistic 
missile forces or to the scope of DI program, the 
Soviet Union would c ly attempt to t these actions 
without a reciprocal nse on their Unilateral action 
of this sort would b terproductive, angerous. It would 
not only reduce the i e ihood of our convincing the Soviet Union 
to join us in the approach to a future elimination of offensive 
ballistic missiles contained in my Reykjavik proposals, but it 
would also reduce our security and that of our allies. (U) 

However, I want to ensure that we are prepared to exploit, fully 
and safely, our proposal should the Soviet Union be willing to 
join us in its pursuit. In order to do so, the necessary 
foundation of detailed, reful planning be laid now. 
Therefore, I request t oint Chiefs of f, under direction 
of the Secretary of D e and drawing other agencies as 
necessary, to provi an which wou it the US to safely 
transition to the ive future roposed. (C) 

The nature This d catalogue the 
necessary nationa y requirem upport the 
implementation of tiated elimin of offensive 
ballistic missiles b as proposed last US of fer made 
at Reykjavik. It sh ully take int unt the discussion 
of deterrence that I provided abov ving done so, it 
should propose progr c and non-pro tic approaches --
including changes in ry strategy tics, force 
structure and posture, and additional supportive arms 
control/reduction initiatives -- which could be used to meet and 
fulfill those requirements. The identification of multiple and 
competing approaches to meeting requirements is encouraged. If 
alternative paths or methods exist, they should be presented. 
Finally, the resource implications of all alternatives should be 
estimated and provided with the alternatives. (C) 

Assumptions. 
assumptions should 
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(b) each ~di a heavy bornbell c nts as one warhead; 
(c) all t.1¥1 ' gr~ity bombs a .. on a single heavy 

bomber courits as one w ead; nd 
(d) S~s 'ff 11 iot be i de his number. (C) 

-- The US an~ vi Ur.ion wil te all offensive 
ballistic missiles b .19 , As a depar oint for planning, 
the term offensive balli ic missiles s be applied to 
ballistic missiles o al ranges and ca ' any type of weapon 
designed for use in ace-to-surfac Air-to-surface 
missiles that employ listic trajec hould not be 
included. Artillery, roe et assisted ar i ery rounds, and 
rocket assisted ASW systems should also not be included. 
Recommendations with respect to alternative or additional 
limitations on the term "offensive ballistic missile" are 
encouraged. (S) 

While eliminating offensive ballistic missiles, the 
United States will not abandon the concept of strategic nuclear 
deterrence. (U) 

The strategi 
should be considere 
critically reviewe 
development of t 
formulations wh 
missile free worl 
provided as soon as 
considered appropria 
activity. However, 
population per .!.!· 

context o 
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ouraged. 
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roved for us 

ains US polic 

riorities of NSDD-13 
They should be 
oses of the 

ncerning alternative 
r a ballistic 
ernatives should be 

be reviewed and, if 
this planning 
to attack civilian 

o be an obje f US policy to 
retain a nuclear reserve force, including a secure reserve 
component, of appropriate size and composition. (TS) 

The Strategic Defense Initiative will be given adequate 
resources to ensure the deployment of effective advanced 
strategic defenses can be made if and when required, and to hedge 
against Soviet cheating. The US may choose to deploy a treaty
compliant defense (e.g., erhaps using ERIS ype technology as an 
initial limited ABM sy and for its d ASAT capability, 
and/or an ATBM capab· at any time uch a defense is 
useful prior to 199 US will deP. ropriate defenses 
which can go beyo strictions M Treaty after 1996 
if it is in the t to do viet Union will 
deploy comparab (TS) 
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For the purpose of this plan, ~e iotal resources 
avail~ble to the DeJ>6rtm ... pt of Defen~! *wilt· ot exceed current 
planning levels, with a ~te of gro~ the !ter not to exceed 
three percent in :real;~ tetsns. Howevtr,. e . orientation of 
priorities may be OOQf3id.ed withirf ·: -.. , ,,. t4tals. Should the JCS 
consider additionaf •.: · so!. ces essenti'l'l th should so indicate 
as an excursion to t~ir:J"aseline plan. (S 

-- The militarti~ . bilities ass ·a with this plan will 
be.acqu~red . under pe e, non-mo~ili t • conditions. Where 
this guideline, cons s on our indu capacity, or 
constraints on non-fiscal resources (ranging from availability of 
trained manpower to the availability of special nuclear 
materials) impact upon achieving desired force levels, this fact 
should be explicitly indicated, with a clear identification of 
the governing constraint. (C) 

In Soviet acceptance of the proposals made in Reykjavik 
which would open the possibility of the projected alternative 
future in question, the viet Union would so agree to 
monitoring as necessar permit effecti erification of their 
compliance. (U) 

This bei 
ten-year path t · 
should be such 
with the agreemen 
reductions and elimi 
as necessary, at any 
risk. (U) 
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In this plan, an 
ould be submi ot later than 

addresses the following: 

initial recommendations, if any, with respect to 
national policy guidance and strategy for the employment of 
nuclear and non-nuclear forces that should be considered in the 
development of such an plan; 
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ces, critical 

l number and 
h these missions~ 
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a method for appl:'opriately folding, into 
process the contribution "'?f highly co.rt . ted 
maintaining their ,•ecuri~; and -/fl ~-; 

this planning 
programs while 

~~:7~ . ~~ ~,7 ~ ~~~:·:::r :t· 
an estimate .• ~ sullni tted for~y : · . 

which this plan will x e ailable for-ihl 

Issues to ~ d in the 
completed plan ess at a min 

al, of the date upon 
l review. (TS) 

The final 

recommenda n the approp hasing of the 
elimination of US ba is ic missiles by in the context of 
the US proposal, and those steps which we could take to ensure 
that the phasing of the elimination of Soviet ballistic missiles 
is accomplished in an appropriate manner (and preferably in a 
manner advantageous to US and Allied security); 

recommendations on specific changes in strategic nuclear 
force employment strategy and related force structure made 
necessary by the elimina on of both US an oviet offensive 
ballistic missiles: 

recommenda 
advanced strategi 
treaty complian 
the ABM Treaty· 
potential timing 

n the role a 
s against 
96 and t 
that m 

e of deployments of 
missiles (both 

rrently permitted by 
ed, and the 
ployments: 

recommendat n the role an e of deployments of 
advanced strategic d s against bo d cruise missile 
attack that may be r d, and the po l timing and 
implications of such yments (consi both the use of 
traditional technolo nd the poten ntribution that 
could be made to a more cost-effective solution by advanced, 
compartmented systems and spin-offs from the SDI program) : 

reconunendations on the role of advanced technologies 
(e.g., low observables) in countering existing and improved 
Soviet defenses against bomber and cruise missile attack both to 
ensure the effectiveness of US retaliatory forces and to offset 
the potential Soviet ad~ tage in existing vestments in air 
defense; 

reconnnend 
capabilities that 
capability, etc 

recommen 
strategy for the emp 
development of non-s 
forces; 

n similar 
t, deploymen 
ic nuclear, 

Trr 

'L
; _. 
. i 

strategic 
ased C3 I, ASAT 

in the associated 
structural 
1, and conventional 
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recommendat n how we can se technological 
advantage to impleme petitive stra 
plan: .... .. .. 

in support of this 

recommendations on how other existing arms control 
proposals, including in the conventional area, could be made more 
supportive of national security as a consequence of the 
elimination of ballistic missiles: 

recommendations concerning how we can best address the 
US commitment to -pursue i START limitations on SLCMs with the 
Soviet Union in the cont t of this plan: a 

recommendat' 
including: measures 
danger of other f 
attack lto incl . 
ballistic missi 
drawdown of forces 
which further enhanc 
approaches in the co 

additional 
ould help 

ilitarily 
issiles 
ved: pr 

ted by neg 
ity and stab 
nal area. ( · 

ontrol proposals, 
the potential 

nt, short-notice 
elimination of 
scheduling the 

greement in manners 
and additional 

Treatment of Ri formulating lternatives and 
making the assessmen ciated with lan, the objective 
of the baseline plan be to hold levels of risk 
generally constant. It is unlikely that the risk could be kept 
genuinely constant in the projected environment which will be 
continually changing over the ten-year period. On the other 
hand, every effort should be made to avoid even short periods of 
greatly increased risk and to remain within a band of acceptable 
risk using today's levels as the departure point. (U) 

An appropriate methodol 
being considered will 
met. Sources of gre 
documented as they 
development of th 

Alternatives th 
should be include 
reduce overall level 
anticipated levels ( 
pr09rammed forces) , 
difficulty of achiev 

for measuring 
equired to ens 
risk and unce 
ntified and 
(U) 

isk 
the baseli 
ilitary risk 
sured assumin 
at significan 
executable b 

over the period 
his objective is 
y should be 
ed in the 

nt cost can and 
Alternatives that 

urrent or 
ently planned or 
crease the cost or 
e plan can also be 
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considered and presented. ·• However, theat sheuld 
excursions to the b_a•eline plan. (U). J/ -, .. be presented as 

_, ::;/ . ..fj 
Associated Tasking_s. _.~ It joes wi thoQt, s , in<J . that the assurance 
of effective verl11.ca~ion:.:j is essentilf~ our entering into the 
arms control agreemen.i;s :tat are ass~ as ~he backdrop for the 
above taskinq. Therefore· the Director f - e Arms Control and 
Disarmament Aqency a~ t c Director of l Intelligence, with 
the participation an .~ dr ; ing upon the ance of other 
appropriate aqencies ·· sh ld prepare a ting plan which 
recommends a preferr , and altern4'ji&li;lpaths where 
appropriate, for achieving the effective verification of the 
assumed arms control aqreements. (U) 

Additionally, the Director of Central Intelliqence should 
provide: 

an assessment of the Soviet Union's intentions and 
capability, both military and economic, to satisfy its own 
national strategy and st egic force objec 

an assessmen 
capabilities of oth 
obtain, ballistic 

an asse 
to monitor Soviet 
support the evolving 
associated with that 

he intentions 
ries which 

; and 

he inte 
e in such 
ted US milit 

(S) 

Implementation. The ive is the o 
with alternative pat e appropriat 
to move quickly to e any Soviet w 
the proposal involvinq the elimination of 
missiles within ten years which I made in 
be completed on a priority basis. (U) 

tential 
ly have, or could 

sources needed both 
ative future and to 
irements 

executable plan, 
h would permit me 
ess to join us in 

offensive ballistic 
Reykjavik. This should 

Access to this NSDD and to the resulting products should be 
limited only to those with a clear need to know about and assist 
in the development of each individual product. (U) 


